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Abstract

A new type of a conpact ECU ion source has been designed and
is being nanifactured. It uses 2.45 GHz nierowave frequency and
has enough field strength to be operated at second hartonic node
in addition to the fundamental one.
The itost rewritable feature of this source is that it is Bade of

permanent lagnets only ; The required axial field had been realiz-
ed by use of "nirror-field forming flanges" which are constructed
by aany rectangular nagnets. Me report this feature, the design
parameters and the field configurations of the source.

Introduction

Many conpact types of the ECR ion source have been developed
recently because of its convenience in handling and its perfornan-
ce. So far as «e use the solenoid systen to nake the magnetic nir-
ror, hovever, it is difficult to reduce drasticaly tie size and
electric consunplion. For this reason we have developed two kinds
of conpact sources by using only permanent nagnets to forn a conf-
ining field in both transverse and axial directions. One of then
was constructed by the nirror field plus the sextupole field" and
the other the cusp field both in transverse and axial directions21

. In these cases, these ECR ion sources hawe clearly the following
several nerits!

1) They are lighter and snajler than those using the solenoids.
2) The electric power used to confine the plasna is unnecessary.
3) The space occupied by the source is very snail.
4) The spare parts or alternative sources can be prepared econoni*
cally.
On the other hand, we have experienced the following problems on

the all-pcrnanent cagnet ECR devices which vorK in the range of 2-
3 GHz.

a) Dinension of ViRj-2 waveguide is rather large compared with the
size of the plasna chanber.

b) If peroanent ring nagnets are used for the nirror field, they
lioit the design of the shape and the axial length of the extract-
or electrodes.
c) Necessity arises to optinize the nirror field distribution by
other lethod in place of adjusteent of the solenoid current-
It Has found to be not difficult to work out these problens. In

addition, it has been found that the realized laximui field inten-
sity with pernanent aagnets (made of tfeodyniun-iron) is not only
enough to sake the first sode ECR 2one but also to approach the
value of 2Becr, i.e., the field corresponding to the second-order
node ECR.

By confining both the first and the second node ECR plasna in the
chaDber.it can be expected that we can increase the plasna density
nore than the attainable value by the first iode only. Thus, it is
expected that the extracted bean current is nore larger and the
device can be used nore widely both for single and for nulticharg-
ed ions.

Then the authors had designed to nake a new 2.45GHZ conpact high-
er order tode ECR ion source. The device is now in lanufacture- V«
describe the design paraneters and soae of the results of the iea-
surenent on the nagnetic field distribution.

Design parameters and main structure

Table 1 shows the lain paraneters of the conpact ECR ion so-
urce. Ions to ba extracted are N2', Ne*, Ar* and their nulti char-
ged one. The beai current density froo plasna electrode is ailed
over ~ 2 0 iA/c»* in case of single charged ion, because in case of
our first node source, the typical intensity of several nA/cn* is
attained in Nytrogen ion beans at 2S kV.
If this source is used for the space charge experinents in a ser-

ies acceleration tests of the 25.5MHz SCRFQ linac that has been
developed at INS, the necessary least bean current is nearly the
order of 2 nA in iV beai at 3sa<t> aperture of the plascw electr-
ode. This type of source is also expected to use for other purpo-
ses.

Fig.1 shows the aain structure of the higher order ECfl ion source
. In this design work we took into account the problens aj^c) de-
scribed in previous section 1

a) Usually it is used a VRJ-2 waveguide in transoitting 2.45 GHz
aicrowave power. But in order to select the nore adaptive size to
the conpact ion source, we converted taperly the VRJ-2 waveguide
to a URJ-3 one and furthermore reduced the E-pIane of the WRJ-3
guide.
As a result, the nicrowave power is injected froa an inlet port

of the cross section of 72X5on2 into the plasoa chanber after tr-
ansmitting the two steps tapered section.

As is shown in Fij.l, the ion source has the sane two aicrowave
ports. But the one side can be used to the observation of the ECR
pl2sma in the chanber.

b) In order to realize the aaxinui magnetic field above 2&ecr in
axial direction, the optinun dianeter (usualy, £50on^) and axial
length of the ring nagnet is considerably larger than the case of
IBecr. It results in one or one and half order costs higher than
the case of rectangular one. So ne newly devised the "nirror-field
foroint flanges " in place of ring nagnets (Fig.2).

It consists of sany saee rectangular tagnets which placed radial-
ly uith sane polarity in each flange. By use of this type of fla-
nge, the limitation of dimension and shape of the extractor elect-
rode was fairly released compared to the case of ring nagnets.

The axial length of extractor electrode »aa reduced about several
teen na long and the choice of radial feature was core facilitated

Table 1
The design paraneters of tha higher order node ECR ion source

Ions to be extracted
Beai voltage
Bean current density
Bean hole
Bean euitance
Microwave frequency
Microwave power
Microwave duty

Outer dinension of return yoke
Magnetic iirror ratio —2.3-2.8
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30
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Fig-1 The construction of the 2.45GHz higher order node ECR ion source

c) As for adjustncnt of the eirror-field distribution, an auxili-

ary rinx najinet is set nearby the gas port side flange and by cha-

njinj: its position slightly on the axis.it is able to optitize the

nirror field.

H3RnoLic field configuration and ncasured results

As for the a*ial nirror field, the basic configuration is

constructed by the three sheets of "nirror field forning flange"

, which equipes with the concentrated polepiece, the plasna elect-

rode and the extractor electrode respectively, as shown in Fie-1.

The ncasurcd result almost satisfied the condition BzaaK^>2Becr

, where Bzn,ix is the oaxinui value of the axial nagnetic field co-

mponent and Beer (S75G) is the value that generates the basic node

ECR at the jiven nicrowave frequency(2.45GHz).

More precisely, because of the effect of the each hole in the co-

ncentrated polepiece, the plas«a electrode and the extractor elec-

trode on the axis, the value of Bziax aiounts to 90-95$ of 2Gecr

in 0£rS£2 oo region and only in 3£r£6 on one the condition has

realized.

Then an auxiliary rint nagnet( #71 X 4 0 X 1 8 O B J ) was set nearby the

*as port side flange. The synthesized axial field pattern is shown

in Fig.3(a). As a final result, the condition Bzaan >2Becr rea-

lized in the range 0 £ r £ 6 nn. Furthermore, the lirror field

ratio is variable by shifting the position of the ring aajnet on

the axis. The variable ranges of Bnin and wrror ratio are 0.65-

0.80 kG and 2.3-2.8 respectively.

Next, as for the transverse direction, the following two conditi-

ons Bust be considered '.

1) Nearby the inn-?r wall of the plasaa chanber (r£19««>, it is

necessary that

where Br, Ba are the radial and the aziiuthal conponent respecti-

vely.

2) Also at the position of RF vindon{r=25ma),it is desirable that

VBft^+Bz2 > 2Becr

The latter condition neans the exception of an unstable ECR zone

in the plasoa chanber'

Fic-3(b) shows the leasured results in two cases that is placed

rectangular oagnets which sizes are 20xl0X5Gnn3 and 30X10x5Goa
3 respectively. (The sign «- denotes the direction of nagnetiza-

tion.) In each neasureoent, the three sheets of "nirror-field

foraine flange" and the auxiliary ring oacnet uere taken off . It

is clear that the condition 1) is easily realized only with trans-

verse field components in both sizes : the nagnetic field anounts

to Beer and 2Becr at r=9.5-]0n«, ]4.5-15cm respectively.

The condition 2) is surely fullfilled only in the latter size,

because the value of Bz at the position of the RF window is consi-

derably low. Then, the aspect ratio of the rectangular Bagnet in

the radial direction effects not only on the transverse field in-

side the plasna chaiber but also on the optiaua position of the RF

window.

Conclusion

A neti conpact type higher order code ECR ion source by using

only pernanent aagnets has been jesined at 2.45GHz, The required

•agnetic field configurations has been realized succcsflly by use

of the "lirror-field forming flanges" . The neasured results of

this aafnetic field configuration suejests that this ion source is

also able to convert to a 6GHz basic lode ECR ion source by a sna-

il increasing of the ftaxnetic field strength, because the realized

oaxiaua field is nearly in the order of 2.14kG ( = Beer at 6.0GHz)

both in transverse and axial directions.

Hereafter it is intended the construction of this ion source and

the first beaa test in this year.
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